
where Сд is зове conserved quantum number of
(Я -th parton and С - that of a nuoleon.

NNow we oan invert the moments and obtain hard
< ™ i .  V =  V ,

■ L c e ^ / m v j i ) .

• £  < 0 )М > ,[<  V  E ' Ф « )  <tf> -f, ( * .  (.-)}
Р--С1Д
Prom these formulae It is evident that ^  plays 
the same role as parton distribution functions 
do and the functions E< describe the small dis
tance Interactions. Born’s approximation of hard 
scattering formula gives the standard quark- 
parton model. In the first order in effective 
coupling constant multiplied by Еп('^ 1 ^ )  the 
scaling is violated. This violation has the fol
lowing form (for the sake of simplicity J'. - 
theory is considered): "Vv/~(^W) - *

{1  + 7jh*>([

q 2p •

whereVgls the Born term. The term InC J Is 
the function ofcO monotonically approaohing 
zero froa below. When this term canoels the re
maining term in ( ) the character of scaling 
violation is changed. The situation is the same 
In vector theory, I.e., the change In the oba- 
raoter of scaling violation Is due to the gluon 
contribution (when only first-order correc
tions are considered).

Finally, we summarize: parton distribution 
functions a) oan exiat In renormalisable QFT;
b) they do not depend on transverse momentum,
o) but do depend on the oholce of the renor-

'laallzatlon point ̂  , d) they obey Feynman sum 
rules for arbitrary , e) and are directly 
connected with light-cone expansions.
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ITSP, Moscow, USSR
Introduction

The basic motivation to study Deep Inelastic 
Is to learn

a) structure of nucleon and
b) structure of the underlying field theory. 

Tbe landmarks here are the discoveries of the 
BJorken sealing and of the aeyaptotioally
free field theories which dominate our way of 
thinking in the past several years.

Before the problems a) and b) were 
oomplet ely solved there came tbe era of sew 
particles and In the most recent time the 
theory of deep Inelastic scattering is not so 
much developing on Its own right as in connec
tion with

c) production of heavy partloles.
May be not so laspreselve but still very 

premising, to my mind, Is the applloation of 
the theojyto

d) lepton-nuclear scattering.
The problems a)-d) above are dealt with 

In three parts of the Talk:
I) Talenoe quark approximation;

II) Gluon oorreotlons to the parton model;
III) Applications ( Kuolel; Heavy Particles). 

The general framework of the Talk Is mostly 
theoretical and Is confined to the status of 
the quark-parton-gluon picture of the deep 
Inelastlo scattering . The experimental

For a review of this and other approaches 
see Refs. ^  .



data are presented ln an illustrative way.
X. Valence quark approximation

There exist basicly two different pictures 
of deep inelastic. One views nucleon as a collec
tion of a large-ar even infinite- uunber of 
partons. The other starts from three valence 
quarks.

The foundation of the former approach lies 
in the strong Interactions physios. Indeed, as 
a result of a rather mild collision at high 
energy the Incident hadron goes into many 
particles. The other approach links deep inelas
tic to the hadron spectroscopy ln the most 
straightforward way.

Since the first measurements of the total 
oross sections of т)А/ and interactions

we know that admixture of anti quark a ln 
nuoleon is small. Thus, the valence quark 
approximation is a meaningful one.

Therefore, we will start from the model
which considers nucleon as a system of three par
tons. The momentum distribution of the partons
is to he extraoted from the data ( for a
review of the aodel see, e.g., Ref. ^  ) .
1.1. Experimental status of the parton model

Let me list first some well-known 
predictions of the parton model and confront 
them with the data available.

1) Quark counting rule ^  . According to 
the rule

F(Q') ~ (tf)-"*' CD

where F(0.1) is the electromagnetic form 
factor and n ie the number of constituents 
which is equal to 3 ln the case of nucleon and 
to 2 in the case of plon. In both oases the ag 
reement with the data is excellent, the nucleon 
form factor being studied up to Q* = 33 GeV^
( see, e.g., the Proceedings of the Stanford 
Conferenoe, ^  ).

2) Drell-ian-West relation
It links the number of constituents to the

behavlo ur of the structure funotion at x -* \ :
F,{*).F,00

where
x = Q V 2 m NT>

and Q and ~i are the momentum transfer 
squared and the energy transfer, respectively.

The validity of the relation which had 
been thought to be safe is being questioned 
now by experimentalists who give Ш

mMWT4 <-x,")* (2)
where

xj = Q V ( 2 m MT> - H.J'GeV’); x" = Ql/(2mN-J * 04&.V-J 
( For discussion see Section 2.7).

3) Spin 1/2 constituents.
Smallness of the ratio of the oross

sections of the longitudinally and transversly 
polarized photons

R ~ o- /crT —*  0 O)Ql— tw
is expected in this case ( R=oo for spin 0 
constituents).

To this Conferenoe the new data by the CHIO 
collaboration are presented according to 
which

R = -0.10 i 0.27
O)

R = 0.02 - Q3C ^ 2 < 0 1<6йе(/г;
The importance of the measurement lies ln the 
fact that it refers to large to ( <<*» « 80 and
40, respectively^, so that there is no effect 
of the leading particle.

4) Smallness of the antiquark admixture
The prediction is checked ln the neutrino 

experiments and works well at least if the 
initial energy is not too high ( otherwise the 
new particles production makes the interpretati
on dubious). In particular ^

( 0.05+0.02 (Gargamelle Coll.)
\ 0.05+0.05 (HPWF group /10/ )

where  ̂ *)dx. ада refer to
the momentum carried by paitons and antipartons, 
respectively.



5) Limited distribution of the final
hadrons.

There are new and тегу interesting d a t a ^ ^  
both from neutrino reaotions and electroproduc— 
tion which confim the prediction. In the form—' 
er case the data extend to <Зг = 60 GeV2 ( see 
Fig.l) and the mean value of pj. is indepen
dent on Q 1 .

♦Л i t i  I I
• 3  L \

•2 ____I I I I I I
10 20 30 40 50 . 6QQ (Г e'f \

FiC.l Tii" «.verarre value of pj_ 4 v 1

of the final ::uaro;; in reaction h X
2

as a function of Q . The data are from

R e f . ^  ( J.W. Chapman et al. )

One of the most striking pieoes of data is 
the confirmation of the simple rector dominance 
model in the diffractive p' -electroproduoti- 
on

YvP -*fL'p C6)

up to 0 г^ 2.5 Se72 . The data are presented 
to this Conference ty the CHIO and DESI 
groups. The cross section follows well the 
W D  model ( see Fig. 2). Moreover, the data 
show no shrinkage of the virtual photon, I.e., 
if the differential cross section is fitted
t 0  da  A t

J t
then coefficient A is independent on Q *
( see Fig.3 ).

The agreement with TOD seems even more 
puzzling sinoe the model has nothing to do 
with the total oross seotion ( predlota an

6) The yield of hadrons is given by the 
quarks fragmentation functions.

The data do show striking similarity of the 
final state In <d (■' * e. N » i) N and even 
NN interactions. The point was amply substan
tiated at this Conference by B.Roe ( B3.Sec
tion) and by A.Sessoms ( Seotion B2).

Conclusion: naive parton model works well 
in most oases.
1.2. Diffractive production of jnc mesons

Thus far, we considered inolusive proces
ses. A lot of data is accumulated on the exclu
sive channels as well ( see, e.g., the Weber's 
and M.Duong-Van's Talks at Seotion B2) and 
there is a challenge to theorists to interprets 
the data.

t i v e  e l e c t r o p r o d u c t i o n  o f  p  - m e s o n s  a s  a2
f u n c t i o n  o f  Q  .  C r o s s e s  a r e  t h e  C o r n e l l  d a t a  
( P h y s . R e v . L e t t .  , 3 1 , 1 3 1 , ( 1 9 7 3 ) )  ,  b a l d - f a c e d  

13p o i n t s  a r e  f r o m  R e f .  a n d  o p e n  c i r c l e s  a r e
12f r o m  R e f .  T h e  s o l i d  c u r v e  i s  t h e  p r e d i c 

t i o n  o f  t h e  VDM .
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extra power of О 1 down). It Is worth trying, 
therefore, the parton nodal to describe the 
data.
1.3. n l f n n  »nrt th« ратИт mad»l

Diffractive deep iaelastlo soatterlng oan 
Ъе desorlbed as a fluctuation of virtual photon 
Into a quark-antiquark pair with a subsequent 
scattering of a parton on the target (for 
an analysis based on the spaoe-tiae ploture of
the parton Model / I V see Ref.. .

Only soft partoas hare large oross section. 
Therefore, the aoatter log oeoura only if the 
partons are separated by a large distance and 
long-range foroes between the osier quarks 
produoe partoaa free the vaouuua. It follows 
from the klneaatlcal consideration alone that 
the quark separation Is large If one of the 
partone is auoh more energetlo than the other:

(7)

where зе la soae intrinsic hadronic паз s. The 
other partoa penetrate the target almost 
without lnteraotlon1О

It would be Interesting to learn the fate of 
these partons as well. They have a saall oross 
seotion ( ef the order Q'£, '? ) bat ocoupy 
large phase space, of the order Q* . Thus, we 
could expeot a halo of large px particles, 
the corresponding cross section being a perma
nent fraotlon of the total.

If dlffraotlon were large, then the 
contribution froa the sea of the nuark-ant 1 quark 
pairs would hare been large. In other words, 
the valeaoe quark dominance iapliea smallness 
of diffraction in deep inelastic.

Qualitatively, this aeans, In turn, that 
vacuun is unstable only if the distance 
between the quarks Is rather large. Quantltatl— 
rely,the distanoe of the order < рх>“1 can be
O.K. Indeed, a relation cf the type

&
< P \ >

2 m , , ( s o v e r a i  C,*V)

seems to be reasonable la this case and is in 
accordance with the data ( here, factor <p!>/2m 
is purely kinematioal, while "Several GeV* 
stand for the quark energy at which diffraction 
is possible).

Thus, inclusive diffraction in deep ine
lastic giTea a small but a Q* -independent 
past of the total oross section.

Let us turn now to the consideration of an 
exolueslve ohannel (6). The crucial point here 
Is that the two quarks emerging froa the 
scattering off the target ( see the disousslon 
above) do not look like jo -aeson. Indeed, 
quarks within the jo -aeson share the energy 
on equal, roughly speaking, while here we have 
one such more energetlo parton than the other.

The situation is font fao tor-1 Ike, and the 
overlap of the wave functions is saall. As a 
result we get an extra factor Q."i in the oross 
seotion.

To suaaarlse, the observed Ql dependen
ce of the cross seotion of reaetlon (6) aa well 
as absence of the virtual photon shrinkage 
are well understood within the parton nodel. 
However, one would expeot that the diffraction 
In deep inelastic is auaerioally snail. In the 
other words, j3 -production is expeoted to 
fall off as function of к at, say, x ~  0.05. 
This does not seea to be oonflraed by the 
BEST data /13/ .



1.4. Honrelatlvistlo rs.Relatlvlstlo quarks
Let ne discuss in brief another theoreti

cal problem arising in the context of the ralen- 
oe quark approximation. Even if it is granted 
that nucleon consists of three quarks, then 
there exists a question whether the quarks ace 
nonrelativlstlc or ultrarelatlvlstlc ( or some
thing in between).

In the ultrarelatlvlstlo ease the quark 
struck by the virtual photon is almost on-aass-
-shell, while in the nonrelativistic case it 
is well off^aass-shell if x is & os e to 1

se' 

1 - x (9)

In the latter case the simplest realization 
of the quark model predictions oome from the 
graphs represented in fig.4. In particu
lar, the smallness of the cross section at x~l 
is due to the propagators ( see Jq. (9) ).

An alternative possibility of ultrsrela- 
tivistic quarks was considered by Berestetsky 
and Terentjev . The result is that the 
form factor is unchanged ( see Eq. (1) ) but

; K m  const ( 10)

Indeed, in the case of plon, e.g., the S-wave 
nature of the quark wave function implies 
independence on the angle In the quark c.m. 
system. Reexpressed in teres of the scaling 
variable this prediction means Independence on 
X as well ( d cos0Cf1~ d x  ).

P i g . 4 B r o d s k y - F a r r a r  g r a p h  f o r  
d e e p  i n e l a s t i c  s c a t t e r i n g  ( o r  
f o r  f o r m  f a c t o r ) .  C r o s s e s  m a r k  
t h e  l i n e s  w i t h  l a r g e  v i r t u a l  m o
m e n t a .

Since eq. (10) is i n  contradiction with the 
data the authors conclude that the ultrarela- 
tivistic quarks are ruled out.

Conclusions to part I
The parton model is healthy and explains 

a lot of data.There is room for further checks 
as well. .

But it oannot be all the truth slnoe 
quarks in deep inelastio oarry about 0.5 of 
the total momentum - blame gluons.

Moreover, large admixture of gluons la 
difficult to recolnoile with suocess of the 
quark counting rule which just assumes that 
there is nothing else In the nucleon except 
for three quarks.

Thus, we oome to consideration of gluons 
in deep Inelastic.

II. GLUOH COHHSCTIOIS 
^.1. Cooking of auoleoa lndeen inelastio

Since the valence quark approximation 
proved to be suooeesful let us try te stiok 
to the idea ae long as possible. Then о м  can 
imagine that the following simple model for the 
structure function in deep Inelastio makes 
sense.

A) Start with noarelativletlc quarks. The 
corresponding structure function la F, (*) —
& (х-^/З) and has little to de with the 

observed one. But
Б) Sluen exchanges smear the quark 

distribution. In particular, the graphs »f 
Fig.4 produoe a tall in the parton distribution 
at к - i  , F J x ) ~ ( ' t - x ) 3 .

The effect ef the gluen exohang ся between 
the quarks Is schematically represented in 
Fig.5. Moreover,

C) Sluon bremsstrahlung aad inner 
conversion (see Fig.6) make further change in
the struoture function. In particular,

1) Part of the quark momentum goes lato 
gluons;



2) 1~г(л) ie shifted to smaller л ;
3) Antiquarks appear.

Schematically, the change Is represented ln 
Fig.7 and, hopefully, the net result of gluon 
corrections to valence quarks Is the observed
К  (*) .

Conclusion: gluons mask the structure of 
nucleon end reveal the structure of strong 
Interactions. It Is Important, therefore, to 
check the reality of both steps ( gluon ex
changes and bremsstrahlung) experimentally.

2.2. Srperlnental оопзеомаповя of the 
gluon exchanges

Analysis of the graphs of the type 
represented ln Fig.4 allows to make certain 
predictions concerning both deep inelastic 
structure functions and farm factors. Let me

F ig .5 Change in tl:e structure function  

аз a resu lt of gluon exchanges (sclieajatical)

F i g .  7 *  C h a n g e  i r .  t h e  s t r u c t u r e  f u n c t i o n  a s  
r e s u l t  o f  g l u o n  b r e m s s t r a h l u n g .  ( s c h e m a t i 
c a l l y )  .

list some of them.
1) Leading parton has the same polarlzatl-. 

on as nucleon:^18/
( \ - X ) when x -» I (U)9-W

where Is the density of quarks with
the sane ( opposite) hellclty as nucleon.

2) If predietlon (11) Is oomblned with 
Stt(6) symmetry for the ware function, then ^1S//

'гР

3
7 (12)

which is a remarkable step towards experimental 
data as compared to the previously believed 
prediction of 2/3 for the r.h.a. of Eq. (12).

3) As is noticed by many people, the 
transversal form faotor of nucleon Is predic
ted to dominate over the longitudinal one at 
large Q 2 :

F rN 1 Q V F ”  ( Qz) »  i  ( Q  -  о » )  ( 1 3 )

Fig.6 Examples 0f gluon bremsstrahlung 
and internal gluon conversion in the forward Compton'scattering; of a virtual photon on nucleon.

The prediction Is ln good agreement with the 
data.

4) As Is shown by Ioffe in a contribu
ted paper the electric- and magnetic-
dipole form factors ln the nuoleon-isobar 
transition are expeoted to be of the same 
order at large Q*

~ - O q2) (13)

This is even more interesting since at low Q 1 
the trend is reversed and C< M .



5) As is noticed by Vainshtein and 
Zakharov in the case of the deuteron form 
factor the longitudinal component dominates 
at large Q 1 ( i.e., in the six-quark limit, 
see Section 3.1):

FL0( a * ) / F TD( a 4  » i  с м )

This prediction implies vanishing of the 
magnetic f o m  faotor and can he checked Ъу 
studying the angular distribution alone.

It Is worth making a warning that all the 
predictions (11)-(14) are derived in the lowest 
order in the gluon coupling constant. However, 
it is reasonable to expect them to be valid 
with some aocuracy after- the summatioa of all 
the orders as well. To substanciate the point 
let me give a simple example.

Aocordlng to the parton model one has
0-L/CTr ~  \ / Q t ( Q ^ o o )  (15)

If the gluon corrections are taken into aocount, 
then the power is changed but the smallness of 
the ration persists and / 20/ :

(16)1 - x)
16*1

where Q1) is the effective coupling 
oonstant of strong Interactions (^3~  4/lr>Ql),

Therefore, all the predictions mentioned 
above are worth checking experimentally.
2.3. Conaeauenoes of the gluon breaestrahlung

A refined way of calculating the effect 
of the gluon bremsstrahlung is provided by the 
well-known technique of the moments from the 
structure functions Z21/ . The assumption 
that there are only three quarks in the initial 
state implies vanishing of the reduced matrix 
elements from all the operators except for 
those constructed from the a- and d - quarks 
alone Z22/ . This conditions fixes the moments 
to a large extent.

The effeot of the gluon bremsstrahlung 
still naturally depends on the effective 
coupling oonstant of strong interactions ( as

well as on the nonabelian nature of the 
quantum chromodynamics).

An explicit calculation /22а/ shows
that if l_l2G-eV ̂  A  then—  ч T>1) Momentum carried Ъу quarks goes 
down from 1 to ~ 0.55 ( in the units of the 
nucleon's momentum);

2) Momentum carried by antiquaries goes 
up from 0 to ~  0.03;

3) The mean value of the parton's momentum 
goes down from 0.33 to ~  0.22.

4) The difference between proton and 
neutron structure funotions is about 0.06 
(  Ц < ^ в(>-  F*n)d* *  Q.Ot )

All the predictions are in rough (10-20%) 
agreement with the data. Thus, Fz ( * )  as is 
seen experimentally oould arise as a result 
of the gluon bremsstrahlung. To be sure, 
however, an Independent determination of the 
effective coupling oonstant is needed.

It may turn necessary to Include gluons 
in the initial state to Improve the fit. The 
admixture cannot be too large, however, not 
to spoil the quark counting rules.

It is interesting that if the picture with 
gluon bremsstrahlung Is relevant to the data, 
then the variation in the lowest moments from 
the structure functions is very slow up to 
very high Q 2 . For example, the momentum

,  оcarried by antlquarks at Q. = 1000 GeV
is three times as small as in the limit of 
Q' - oo  /22a, 45/ ^

To summarize, there exist two extreme pictu
res of deep Inelastic scattering:

Valence quarks
__LI

Seep Asymptopia
Г

=> strong interactions switched off • so many virtual lines that there is no dependenoe on the initial state (target "switched off"). New equilibrium of quarks and gluons.
We are in between ( closer to the left):



Preasymptopla, when both target and Interaction 
oount ( extends to Cl £ 10000 GeV2 ) .
2.4. Scaling violations

The next logical step Is to confront with the 
predictions froa the asymptotic freedom with the 
parton aodel and to look which works better.

bet as start with the most widely discus
sed predictions of the quantua chroHodynaadce 
ea the sealing -violation* .

One would expect that as a result of the 
gluea breasetrahlung F̂ lx) sharpens with 
lnoremslng Q" . Such an effect seeas to hare 
been observed both In eleotroproduotlon 
and In neutrino reactions ( for a suaaary 
see Ref. ). To this Conference the data 
of the CHIO group are presented which show 
In the saae direction ( see Fig.8 ) .

X = Qc/2mI;
Fig. 8 Proton etructure function r,(x) 

o "versus Q . The x scales of tr.e subsequent
graphs are shifted by 0.3. The curves
are the fits F,(x) = T l'^a,(l-x)i 

d <.-Ъ 1
The oonelusions seea to be:
- sealing violations are seen,
- \Р2Ыс1л reaalns a constant ( see

Fig.9 /25/) ( qualified to the vali
dity of the extrapolation procedure 
froa small (  and measured) л to large

If the effect is seen experimentally, then 
there arises a number of theoretical questions. 
The most urgent are:

,2'i |-
CHIO

.121-

.o.v.. M(Q2) = S > ^  ̂ (^cf)
О

.04 ■
-- J__ -_1__' i_t. I I I J J____ * t . ■1 2 i лЛ 20 i,C

Q^IGeV"-)
Fig.9. The dependence on Q l of the first

moment M  (Q*J computed from the CHIO 
data Ref. 25.

1) Is observed scaling violation compatib
le with quantum ohromodynaalos?

2) Is it the sea of cfy pairs that shows 
up at small X or Is it Just cheape
ning of valence quarks?

3) What is the contribution to the sealing 
violation from the pair produotion of 
oharmed partioles?

Ho agreed answers to these questions exist 
at the moment. Ну own prejudloes are as follows:

1) In general, yes, but the rise looks 
too fast If one judges from the fitted 
curves ( rig.8) .

2) Sharpening of the valence partons.
3) Pair production of oharmed particles is 

negligible.
Since the situation is far from being dear 

some further short comments can be helpful:
1) Sharp rise in Рг(«) with Q* would 

encourage speculations on the non-field-theore
tical pattern of scaling violation:

£F ~ |ЯгЦ"
where R Is some new Intrinsic dimension. The 
simplest model of this kind is the introduotion



of the parton*s form faotor by Drell and 

Chanowitz . There are also зове other
elaborated versions whloh utilize the models of 
strong Interactions and relate R to the para
meters of the Regge pole fit. These are discus
sed by L e n a  and Ryskin , Anlsovlch, 
Gershtein and Folomeshkln /28/ .

2) Increase at snail X does not necessa
rily implies rise in the sea contribution.There 
Is a competition between gluon bremsstrahlung 
and gluon splitting which sharpen the valence 
quarks and pair production whloh increases the 
eea. The balance depends on the coupling cons
tant of strong Interactions and on the input 
assumptions on the nucleon structure. If the 
gluons sad antiquarks are not Initially present 
( see Section 2.3) then the effect la mostly 
the change in the distribution of the valence 
partons. An alternative conclusion oan also Ъе 
reached if one ohanges the assumptions/28*4,5/ .

3) The relative contribution of charmed 
particles production to the total cross section 
doe* grow with Q* ( as Q ‘/(Ql>- m * ) ^29/ ) 
and is concentrated at snail X , as is obser
ved experimentally. However, the estimates based 
on quantum ohromodynemlcs give too small an 
effect numerically . The ooncluslon is 
oontested by the generalized vector dominance 
which gives more ( see Close's Talk at Session 
B2) . Moreover, there are some independent 
experimental Indications to the same effect ( see 
Section 3.3 of the present Talk).

Conolusion on scaling violations: we are at 
the beginning of the story.
2.6, Asymptotic freedom vs.partons

Let us continue with comparing predictions 
of the field theory and the parton model.

In particular, the effect of gluon correc
tions on the p x distribution turns ont to Ъе
drastic at G J-*oo . According to field theory 
/31/

while in the parton model <p* >  ~ const.
Eq.. (17) Is a manifestation of the simple 

fact that all the integrations over virtual 
momenta extend up to O 1 . Indeed, there is 
just no other parameter ln the quantum chre- 
modynamlcs and at large the interaction 
becomes only logarithmically weak. On the 
other hand, the study of the p„ distribution 
reveals the Tirtuality of the parton.

As was already mentioned in Section 1.1 
there is no sign of growth In < p v>with Q l 
up to Q l = 60 SeT2 . Thus, there is no Indi
cation to the asymptotic freedom 00 far.

The argument is not too stroiu;^ however, 
for at least two reasons:

a) From the theoretical point of view it is 
necessary to use the Breit system. In this frame
Q - 60 GeT2 corresponds to a fragmentation of 

parton with energy 4- SeV. If it decays, say, 
into three hadrons and <pt> ~  500 MeV for 
each of them, then the longitudinal momentum 
of hadrons is not too much larger than the 
transverse one. Anyhow, 60 GeV2 in deep inelas
tic correspond to 4-t4 GeV e+e” collisions. 
Jets сад hardly be seen at this er.ergy ( see 
also Khoze's Talk).

b) Large p,. events are populated mostly 
by gluons ( the contribution of the quark - 
antiquark pairs is relatively small). Therefore 
it is a good place to look for glue-balla. On 
the other hand, if the glue-halls are heavy and 
Introduce some new mase scale , then the 
whole picture can ohange in favour of the 
configurations when the quarks and gluons axe 
aligned. In the other words, the confinement 
mechanism can Ъе Important.

But, anyhow, it seems fair to conclude that
- the <pi> business Is serious. There Is 
a lack of detailed calculations to 
evaluate the situation better.



2.7. Breaking of duality?
It Is worth mentioning that the gluon 

corrections provide a natural mechanism for the 
breaking of the Crell-Xan-West type relations.

Indeed, at fixed (1-oc) and Q i tending to 
Infinity the gluon oorreotlons always сове 
from the graphs of the bremsstrahlung type. 
(Fig.6). In the field theoretical language 
it means that the bilinear In the quark fields 
operators dominate and the usual technique of 
the moments from the struoture funotlons Is 
applicable.

On the other hand, If (1 -x) ~  эег Q"1 
and we are considering form faotor, then the 
graphs of the type represented In Fig.4 are 
essential. Effectively, we get a six-quark 
operator here. The gluon corrections to these 
operators have never been calculated.

One Is free to speculate, therefore, 
that the gluon corrections to the form factor 
are smaller than to the structure functions. It 
is worth emphasizing that for the relatlvlstlc 
quarks just the opposite is true and the gluon 
oorreotlons to form faotor are the largest
( this case was considered, In fact, in Refs.
/32/ %

To summarize, one вау hope to explain the 
observed derivations from the Dxell-Yan-*est 
relation by gluon corrections. The calculation 
of the gluon correction to the form factor Is 
needed to verify this hypothesis.
2.8. Precocious scaling

As la known for quite a long time, 
scaling is observed better In terms of some 
new variables. In particular the HLoom-GUman 
variable x'

aV(2mN4>. m N0  (18)

oolnoldes with standard definition of the 
scaling variable at ■> tending to infinity 
but makes much better at moderate values of Q l

and X ~ 1 .

To understand the meaning of such a variab
le we need a theory of approach to scaling.
Some efforts in this direction have been made 
recently.

As was first noticed by Nachtmaan 
it is possible to acoount for the kinematical 
effect of the nucleon mass within the Wilson 
operator expansion technique. Namely, one can 
keep terms of the order rnj/Q1 explicitly.

Georgl and Polltzer and Baltinl and
Eichten in a contributed paper pursued
the idea flrther and assumed that the kinematl- 
oal factor is the only important one as far as 
oorreotlons of the order Q  2 are conoerned.

In this approximation scaling in variable
* arises /33-35/'

^ - X - - - -Я--- - (19)
4 » n/-i *av/

and at x  close to unity 'Ц coincides with 
x‘ if the expansion in d V ■>" is made.

The derivation Is based on the assumptions 
that the effective coupling constant Is relative
ly weak at ОЛ —  2 GeV2 and that »  зег 
where Ж  is seme Internal mass. Both seem 
reasonable ( except for x  too close to 1 where 
the latter assumption becomes dangerous, see 

(9) )• Thus, in the two-dimensional models 
ae stands for the quarks mass.

Although It seems gratifying to derive the 
precocious scaling In the field theory, the 
phenomenological basis for it Is not clear 
to me at the moment In view of the data presen
ted to this Conference. The point is that the 
CHIO group has found %hat the lowest moment 
from the structure function remains constant if л 
not л1 is used as the scaling variable. The 
higher moments vary rather strongly ( see Fig.10). 
If x  Is changed into x '  then the first
moment varies with Q L .

On the other hand, the higher moments become 
Q ‘ Independent for, say, C." ~  5 GeV2 if

calculated in terms of *' . The corresponding



Pig. 10 Higher moments from the 
proton structure function as cal
culated by Anderson et.al,^®^
The moments are normalized to unity 
at some arbitrary point.

calculations are exemplified In Fig.11 which 
la borrowed from the Bloom's report ,

To_summaxlse, the hopes are high now that 
the leading corrections to the scaling behaviour 
of the order СГ* reduce to the klneaatloal 
effect of the nucleon mass.

Conclusion to part II
Asymptotic freedom is very attractive and 

provides qualitative explanation to some 
experimental observations.

It is far from being proved, however.
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III. APPLICATIONS ( NUCLEI: MEW PARTICLES)
First data on e D scattering at rather 

high 0 2 ( up to 6 GeV2 ) are presented to 
this Conference by the Chertok's group. I 
think, therefore, that this is a good time to 
review some ideas on deep inelastic soattering 
on nuclei.

3.1.
There is an exciting possibility to obser

ve at short distances in nuclei multi-quark 
states. Thus, deuteron oan be considered as a 
six-quark state and so on ( see the Chertok's

F i g .  1 1 .  T h e  m o m e n ts  f r o m  t h e  
s t r u o t u r e  f u n c t i o n .  
R e f .  5 7

and Brodsky Talks at this Conference).
In strong lateraotlons physics there 

existed for some time indications to the clus
tering in nuclei at short distances. The hint 
comes from the so oalled cumulative effect and



nnolaar sealing ( see Baldin's and Lekaln'e 
Talks at Session 16), Tbe origin of these 
phenomena could be el «rifled by studying deep 
inelastlo scattering which Is a true short 
dlitano* prooe*».

In particular, the detsteron from Utotor 
1* predicted by the qaark counting rule to 
fall off aa

F d (Q V  ~  F * { Q 4)(<2\ ae2) " 1 <20>

The data fit the extrapolation curve тагу well 
starting froa Q J~ m i (  aee Fig.l2).

(1+ H2/m2) ?deut^)

F̂ (Q2/4)

• Chertok's group 
x Prev-’.ous work

_L
0 1 2  3 4 5 6

Q2 (GeV2)
Fig. 12 (taken from S. Brodsky and B, Chertok 

contributed paper A? A  1). The beha
vior of the deuteron form faotor.
The points narked with circle are 
from Й. Arnold et al. Phys. Hev. Lett.
35. 776 (1975), and those with crosses 
are from J. Elias et al. Phys. Rev. 
Ш »  2075 (1969)

To be fair, I mast say that at preeent 
energlee the asoal deeorlption of denteran aa 
consisting of neutron +. proton nay work too.
In partlealar, a aueoessful calculation of the 
deuteron form faotor within thie framework was 
performed by Karmanov and Shapiro.

Moreover, Frankfurt and Strickman 
calculated the oross section of deep Inelastic 
scattering on deuteron and the data agree with 
the calculation ( see Fig.13).

Fig. 15. The data on eD inelastic scatter
ing (See Chertok's Talk at Section A?).
The solid line is the theoretical calcula
tion by Frankfurt and Strikman (Ref. 38).

What le indeed remarkable is that experi
mentally only ’shallow» inelastic scattering was 
observed. Sanely, the final mass is relatively 
low ao that one plon oan hardly be produced, 
leverthelees, the data approaoh some sealing 
limit with lnoreasing Q l .

I do not feel that there exists a real 
contradiction between the quark-1Ike and 
oanrentlonal picture of e D  scattering at 
present energies. The description oould be 
dual.

Let me mention also some other related 
suggestions concerning lepton-nuclear soatterlng:

a) By studying scattering off nuolei with 
atomie number A ^ 5 one oan eheok the quark
statistics. Indeed, there oan be no more then



12 quarks in S-state In the three-colour 
scheme. Therefore, the usual quark oounting 
rule breaks down for A > 5 ,

b) By studying the i>N (т>Ы) scattering 
in the region which is kinematically forbidden 
for an interaction with a free nucleon one can 
probe the nature of nuclear forces at
short distances. If the conventional models 
with vector meson exchanges are correot, then 
it is natural to expect large increase in the 
sea oontent. If the "core" in UN interaction 
is due to the quark repulsion, then there is 
no such effect, generally speafting. Numerical
ly, the difference between the two cases is 
about 50* /40/ .

3.2. Nuclear shadowing and partons
By studying deep inelastic scattering on 

nuclei we can learn more on the tine develop
ment of the parton system. In particular, the 
parton model leads to the following specific 
predictions for the structure function of 
scatterings^^

a) Shadowing is absent in deep inelastic 
up to high t_o ,

b) Just before the shadowing antishadowing 
is predicted so that the expected fora of the 
ratio i-e^(*.)/Fx) looks as is represented 
in Fig.14.

R(x) = A.

x =

Fig, 14. The expected dependence on 
x of the shadowing parameter.

The first point is easy to substanoiate 
since valenoe quark dominanoe means exactly 
absence of any diffraotion, and shadowing is a 
pure diffractive process. The second point 
is sot so easy to explain and I refer the 
reader to the original paper for details,
bet me mention here that the prediction is 
intimately connected to the fusion of partons 
as a result of their interaction and, in this 
way, to the nature of the Fomeranchuk singula
rity.

The experimental data are represented in 
Flg.15 ( there is a new measlrement in cosaic 
rays at very high energy, i) ~  200 GeV and 
Ql~ 0.1 GeV^ ). one may conclude that

0.04 
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-0.09 

-0.10 
-0.11

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5„'.OW+W2)
Fig. 15. Shadowing parameter £ as a func
tion of x* as compiled by R.E. Taylor, Ref. 
5. Cosmic ray muon point is from Ref. 41 .



a) Expectations of the shadowing evasion 
are more than satisfied. There is some effect 
eren if Q l is ohanged from О to 0.1 GeV2 .

b) There is some hint on antishadowing 
but the systematic errors are too large. Walt 
for higher Q l .

Further information can be extracted from 
the study of the final state In deep inelastic 
scattering on nuolei. In particular, absence of 
shadowing implies that the TOlume term domina
tes in the cross section. It means, in turn, 
that there is less tine available for a 
development of lnternuclear cascade. As a result, 
the multiplicity in electroproduction on nuclei 
is expected to be lower than that in photo- 
produotlon.

The effect is suggested and discussed in 
detail by Nikolaev and Davldenko /*2/ . it 
tarns to be quite significant numerically 
( see Fig.16).

I hope that even the examples given above 
allow to oonclude that
deep Inelastic scattering of leptons on nuclei 
can bring a lot.
3.3. Events /ц lV ~ * ум л'X ( experiment)
Ky next task is to estimate the cross sections 
of charmed particles production. But let me 
present first the data on the events of the 
type

дуиХ, jujuju'k (21)

which are submitted to this Conference 
(although none of the experimental group is 
present to answer possible questions).

The events are above the expeoted back
ground from the and K-deoays ( see Fig.17). 
The oross section is estimated as

F i g .  1 6 .  T h e  t o t a l  m u l t i p l i c i t i e s  i n  t h e
e l e c t r o p r o d u c t i o n  o n  n u c l e i  a s  a  f u n c t i o n
o f  a 2 .  T h e  c u r v e s  n a r k e d  b y  Л , V  , О  ,  □1 —
a n d  b y  a r e  f o r  A 
r e s p e c t i v e l y  (Ref У 42//) .

a 1 / 5  = 2 , 5 Л , 5 a n d  6

a )
b )

See, however, the Wagener's Talk at 
Session A7 for a warning ooncerning radiative 
corrections.

F i g .  1 7
a). The dimuon events with extra muon energy

i n  m uo n i n t e r a c t i o n s .  E x p e c t e d  num
b e r  o f  m u o n s f r o m  3 T- o r  K - d s c a y s  i n  h a d r o n  
c a s c a d e  i s  s h o w n  i n  s o l i d  c u r v e  ( R e f .  '1-5)
b ) .  T r a n s v e r s e  m o m entum  d i s t r i b u t i o n s  f o r  
t h e  e x t r a  m uo n i n  d im u o n  s a m p l e . T h e  d i s t r i 
b u t i o n  e x p e c t e d  f r o m  3 T - a n d  К - d e c a y s  i s  
s h o w n  i n  s o l i d  c u r v e .  ( R e f .  4 J )



( 22)
■j' ( U \ —*• <<* Л ;'

алй has threshold behaviour ( W > 7-8 GeT).
The events lie at high G i and large «.C .

г 20.
Conclusions ( by Chen /*^/ ):
— signal for ehareed production is 

observed,
- this ifc responsible for a sizeable part 

of scaling violations at small x
( see Section 2.1).

3.4. Production of a charmed quark off a light quark
I would like to discuss now the problems 

encountered ln a calculation of the cross 
section of oharoed particle production. I do 
not intend to compare the results obtained 
within some specific model with experimental 
data since this problem Is dealt with by some 
other rapporteurs at this Conference.

From theoretical point of view all the 
processes of new particle production naturally 
fall into two categories. These are production 
off a light and off a heavy quark. The examples 
are

i)c l —'  /w‘ c  ( 2 3 )

and
V c  - *  длл ( 2 4 )

respectively» where cl and с are the down 
and charmed quarks.

The first case can be adequately described 
within the parton model and reduces in fact to 
some kinematlos. The point is that the density 
of light quarks can be extraoted ln an Indepen
dent way. The only difference as compared to 
the standard ease Is the aoeount for a heavy 
quark mass.

ТЬиз, if the initial quark carries z-lh 
fraction of the nucleon momentum, then from the

■z - [(Xlr т ^ ) / 2 т н * (25)

and this is a true scaling ve^.able now. ( It 
can be corrected for the tfjget mass in the 
same way as л , see Eq. (19) ).

Moreover, the heavy quark mass m t 
must be kept ln the matrix element squared as 
well. In this way we get, e.g., for the cross 
section of reaction (23)

c iic f t j  T‘
• cai

(26)

i l  '  i  • • • s 
if the Interaction Is of the usual (T-A) fomj 
ciU) Is the quark density).

In spite of the triviality of the substi
tution (25) there is an important message ln 
It. Namely, rnc‘L enters along with Qz , not 
the total energy. Since Q 2- la only a small 
fraction of S ( in the aatlneutriao Interac
tion G1"v'(1/20) s ) this implies "slow» 
rescaling. In the other words, the initial 
energy must be very large to make the threshold 
effsct of heavy quark production negligible.

Detailed numerloal estimates of the new 
particle production cross section can be found 
ln Hefs.^4'4'/ .

If we turn now to quantum chromodynamics, 
then there arise soiae extra log factors. To 
account for these factors one must, as usual, 
consider the moments from the structure funct
ions. The differenoe due to high quark mass 
reduces to the substitution of InQ* ln all 
the standard expressions by Ln.(Q,1 + m l ) ,

We have, e.g., /-*0,М/
I !
$ = $F",*l,,(a>rnu\*)d* С2?)

(сН-*ч) I ci ■* О

energy-aomentum conservation we get

where l~ and I " are the struc
ture functions induced by the d -» u and cl-* с 

transitions, respectively.



The effects doe to the log factors are not 
large, however, and one may rely on the simple 
parton nodel for rough estimates.

Moreover, there Is an additional problem 
as to how relate the Moments to the cross 
sections which, are measurable In the most direct 
way. The simplest and rather reliable way^22®**^^ 
is Just to replaoe Q ‘ by its mean value <Q*> 
(<Q^> —  S<;xy> and <x> depends on 
whether we deal with valence quarks or the sea).

Therefore, there are no muoh problems as 
far as theory is oonesmed. The real problem 
arises if the result Is sensitive to the sea 
contribution. There Is ne reliable measurements 
of the sea component at sufficiently largo Q *
( I.e., in the scaling region). (Asymptotic 
freedom gives an «additional variation of the 
sea with Q 2 but this seems to lie within a 
faotor of two and does not exoeed, the existing 
uncertainty in the experimental numbers).

Measurements of sea at, say, G,2 = M e V 2, 
would be very helpful In this respeot. Nowadays, 
one has to rely mere on Intuition or some 
theoretloal models.
3 .6» Р 11А » « у п о Д » > » Ч « к  <vf »l>.Tadl

If the heavy quark is in the initial 
state, then there Is ne muoh help is the 
parton model since It gives no idea on the mass 
dependenoe ef the quazk density. Quantum ohro- 
medynamios as an interaotlen theory makes muoh 
better in this ease.

First of all, it is rather oleax that the 
relative contribution of ohaxmed particles 
produotlon Into the total oroaa seotion grows 
with Q l . This oan be seen from the uncertainty 
principle.

Let us oonslder eleotroproduotion of 
ohaxmed particles. It oan be vlewe£ as a 
fluctuation of the photon into a pair of charmed 
quarks with subsequent scattering cf one of 
them en the target. The time of fluctuation is 
of the erdesr

X ~  nn£ »■ Q !) C26)

and is nuoh smaller than the time relevant to 
the usual electroproduction

t ' ~ Q l) (Z9)

If Q l « .  A  . The smallness of the time 
available results in tbe ssiallness of the cross 
section. With growing О г this factor dies 
away.

Thus, even for a real photon ( Q 1 =0) 
the space-tlme pioture of the oharmed particles 
production is similar to that of eleotropro— 
ductlon with Q L~ it>c . This allows to apply 
the theory of deep inelastic scattering tc 
charmed particles photoproduction.

The absence of the ohaxmed quarks in the 
initial state Implies that oijly the loop 
graphs with c-quarks in the intermediate state 
must be kept. Moreover, as far as chaned 
quarks are considered to be heavy the loop 
graph reduoes to some local operator constructed 
from the fields of the light quarks aad gluons. 
The matrix elements from these operators are to 
be extracted from the experimental data on deep 
inelaatlo.

Proceeding In this way one gets
T  di> 22Ji _ (xocj(m̂ ) .
i T ^ c  = AOS? — ^ O0)

th re s h o ld

where p  is the fraction of the nucleon's 
momentum carried by gluons as Is measured In 
deep lnelastio scattering at <2*^ m *  ( p ~ 0.5), 
(S’I Is the oross section of ohaxmed partic

les photoproduction, is the charmed quark
mass, o<s(m^) is the effeotlve ooupllng 
oonstant of strong Interactions, « *  =  gYAJr 

anA oC = 1/137.
Substituting m Lil.6 5eT,c«stlric) - 0.3 

and using experimental data on the ^  meson 
photoproduotlon we find that the latter contri
bution is about 1/20 from the total photopro-



duetlon of окатя. The prediction seems quite 
reasonable. It is worth emphasizing that the 
prediction does not use as as Input any Informa
tion on the oross seotion of the V N  Interac
tion which Is oruolal for conventional models 
of Ч' - meson photoproduotlon.

Other processes of the chained particles 
production can be treated in a similar way .
( It might worth mentioning that the result 
does not reduce to introducing any new scaling 
variable).
Conclusions to the Talk
- parton model works not bad indeed,
- asymptotic freedom may show up,
- the overall picture has not yet settled in 

but It may be simple ( rather small effectiveoooupllng oonstant at (1-2) GeV + precocious 
soallng + preasymptopla).

As to the applications:
- lepton-nuclear scattering can be used to 

probe the nature of nuclear forces and to study 
the space-tlme picture of the parton nodel,

- If partons + quantum chromodynamics are 
reliable! then there are no major theoreti
cal problems with describing charmed particles 
production.
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